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Address Asglatex Ohorn GmbH 
Röderstr. 15 
01896 Ohorn

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Fibers made of mineral wool and glass as well as technical papers, mesh fabrics and protective fabrics

We see ourselves as an active developer and manufacturer of fiber products that are resistant to high temperatures, non-combustible and thermally
and acoustically effective for the automotive industry as well as other industry branches on a worldwide basis.

This involves our own development and production of the fiber in itself as raw material as well as further processing of the fiber to more finished
designs of a product.

DBW Advanced Fiber Technologies secures its top position especially with the products DBW powertex® and DBW biosil®.

These products have been especially developed for the acoustical absorption and thermal insulation that exhaust systems need. They find its use in
the entire exhaust system from the area of the manifold to the rear muffler.
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